For organizations and individuals who seek to attain the highest standards of technical excellence and professionalism in aircraft maintenance, CAE proudly offers the Master Aircraft Technician Award. The CAE Master Aircraft Technician award program assures business aircraft operators that the recipient has successfully passed a series of rigorous courses designed to enhance and elevate the theoretical and practical skills of maintenance technicians. Pilots and passengers who fly on Master Aircraft Technician maintained aircraft can be confident of the highest levels of operational competency.

**Why do so many aviation maintenance professionals choose to become Master Aircraft Technicians?**

- Pursuit of Excellence
- Demonstrated Professionalism
- Peer & Industry Recognition
- Tuition Discount Eligibility*  
- Loyalty Rewards

Your worldwide training partner of choice
In keeping with CAE’s established academic best practices, the Master Aircraft Technician Award program requires the completion of 5 courses of specialized training chosen from our course catalog. Each course must be passed with a score of 90% or greater (for courses subject to examination) to ensure the highest level comprehensive knowledge obtained.

CAE Master Technicians are the best because they maintain their active status by attending our continued education training courses. Simply select and complete 30 hours of training choosing from any of the qualifying courses within a 24-month period after you receive your Master Aircraft Technician Award to keep your status current.

**Initial qualification training curriculum**
- Maintenance Initial Training Courses
- Avionics Systems Training Courses
- Various Elective Curriculum Training Courses

**Continuation training curriculum examples**
- REALcase Update
- REALcase Troubleshooting
- Scenario Based Troubleshooting
- Electrical & Professional Troubleshooting
- Engine Run & Taxi Procedures
- Digital Avionics Systems Training

**Master aircraft technician award perks**
In addition to industry peer recognition, the CAE Master Aircraft Technician award program includes such honors as:
- CAE Master Aircraft Technician Certificate
- CAE Award in glass top display showcase
- A position on the CAE Master Aircraft Technician wall of fame
- Eligible for tuition discounts
- Loyalty incentives

**Other terms and conditions**
Any technician can enroll in CAE’s Master Aircraft Technician program at any time. CAE can accept a onetime transfer of up to 40% (2 of 5 courses) for equivalent / similar courses from other training providers at CAE’s discretion.

For a complete detailed description please request a copy of our program guidelines and governance.
If you would like to enroll or learn more about the Master Aircraft Technician program, simply complete the form below and one of our team members will reach out to you! We look forward to helping you attain the highest standards of technical excellence and professionalism in aircraft maintenance.

Program information

Aircraft Program track (example: Falcon 7xxx)

☐ I have previously completed training which I would like CAE to review for potential transfer credit consideration.

Note: If checked, please submit as much substantiating information as possible to assist us with the transfer credit assessment. (E.g.: copies of Course Syllabus/Outline, Training Certificates, Examination scores, etc.)

Technician Personal information

First name: ........................................................................................................... Middle name initial(s): 

Last name: .............................................................................................................

Contact information

Email address: .................................................................................................................. Phone:

Mailing address: .............................................................................................................

Upon completion please send this form to mxtrainingadmin@cae.com or simply hand it to your instructor.

* Requires active Master Aircraft Technician status as defined in CAE's program governance
* Discounts are based on the current CAE List Price tuition
* Discounts cannot be combined with other discounts, rebates, or special offers
Contacts

Business Aviation Training General Inquiries:
P.O. Box 619119
2929 W. Airfield Drive
DFW Airport, TX 75261 USA

For more information:
US +1 (800) 527-2463  +1 (972) 456-8000
EMEAA +44-1444-247535 or aviationtraining@cae.com